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About This Game

A delightful adventure featuring exploration and puzzle solving. Long ago, the ancient book of legend, Pahelika, was used to
defeat an evil warrior-king. In order to protect the book from misuse it was later hidden in a sacred temple guarded by six
magical portals. As a descendant of the original wielder of the book, it is up to you to prove yourself worthy of the magical

artifact…

Explore ancient locations, unravel old mysteries, cast spells, avoid pitfalls, and solve puzzles in this great adventure!

Features:

Many hours of puzzling fun!

Enjoy exploring beautiful, exotic places

Have fun solving creative puzzles

Easy to pick up & play

Don’t get stuck in a puzzle, thanks to the hint button!
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E.Wolf's +5

1. Fairly in-depth presidential election simulator. Buy advertising, give speeches on issues, go on talk shows, and more to do
your best to defeat your opponent.
2. Pretty much every candidate is available to play as, and you can create your own candidates.
3. Excellent graphics. The maps are easy to understand and have vibrant colors, the menus are clear and easy to read, and the
candidates are bobbleheads.
4. Plenty of settings to customize each game to your liking. Your opponent's capability, the topics that are primary issues, your
starting funds, and more can be edited and even randomized, as well as the length of the game, your starting funds, and more.
5. You can let the AI play by itself. It was very fun putting Donald Trump against various opponents. Do not assume that this
simulation is 100% accurate, it is just a game.. This is a decent hidden object game, if you take a few things into consideration.

First of all, although the game has a Native American setting, it has no real resemblance to any real tribe. If you're a stickler for
historical accuracy, you may want to skip this. The game is riddled with cliches and downright silliness at times, but if you're not
too serious about realism, you'll be fine.

That said, the music and graphics are quite pretty. The game is almost exclusively hidden object scenes with an occasional
minigame tossed in for variety. There is no inventory management or item-based puzzles as in most modern games of this genre.
This doesn't make it bad, but if you're looking for a more complex game, this isn't it.

The hidden object scenes themselves are nicely done and aren't too easy. There are some naming conventions that might be
bothersome to some people, such as using more formal names for animals and plants (I'm well aware of what a Calla lily looks
like, but I might be a minority there). However, there is a handy hint button or the ever-present power of Google if anything is
too weird. I feel that the quality of the scenes outweighs the sometimes-odd naming.

Lenth of the game is pretty comparable to others of this type, maybe slightly shorter. At the time of this review I believe I'm
over halfway through at a little over an hour.

With these things in mind, and with there being no frills, extra content, achievements, or trading cards at this time, I would
recommend this game on a half-price sale. Although the game is decent aside from its quirks, it's not $9.99 worth of decent. But
I would still recommend it to genre fans, especially people like myself that tend to run out of titles to play!. Simply Horrible. I
don´t know why I picked it up, and I wish I didn´t but I did, so now I´m here to tell you that you shouldn´t.. Automatically gets a
thumbs down for not having a tutorial. I always feel like a game doesn't value my time when they're too lazy to release a game
that I've paid for which doesn't include a tutorial. I don't care that it's Early Access, it's a game for which I've spent money. If
the developer doesn't think teaching their players to play the game they released is important, I couldn't care less about learning
it. I'm not interested in spending hours learning how to play their game before playing it.. BLADENET presents an interesting
concept in an atmospheric, beautiful world. Sadly however, there's just nobody playing it and the game itself isn't very fleshed
out.

I've yet to see a recently released first person game depict a cyper-punk city as well as BLADENET. Just walking around the
map itself is worth the tiny fee I paid to play this game when I bought it on sale. If you're a fan of Bladerunner, you'll love
exploring the relatively small outdoor portions of the map. The inspiration the game takes from the films is very obvious (and
no, I'm not just saying that because of the name).

The gameplay is fairly interesting. Countless numbers of AI characters wander around the map under the watchful eye of NPC
police robots while the human players try to disguise themselves amongst the crowd by acting just like them. The human players
must collect a series of objects (data tapes), and the first player that collects a certain number of objects wins.

Human players can kill each other in the tape finding competition by using the guns that are spread out across the map.
However, if you mistakenly kill an AI human you thought was a player, the police robots will try to kill you.

This is where the game is interesting, players trying to identify what characters are NPCs and what ones are humans all the while
trying to pretend to be an NPC so they themselves don't get spotted and killed.
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But with the way the playerbase is now, nobody is going to kill you and you'll have nobody to kill either. That's because the
game is dead and the development team don't seem interested in supporting it. That is why this is pointless to play unless you
have a group of friends who all buy it at the same time and are willing to play it with you.

I'd say pick this up if it's on sale and you have a friend or two that's wanting to try it out. You might get a laugh from it for an
hour or two together. Don't expect much more than that. There's only one map and you'll be the only ones playing it.

. The game is pretty short ( finished it in 6h playing normaly ) but worth every minute of it.
A real masterpiece. The graphics are really good and the story outsounding.. Well, I played it. Beat it in 2 hours. It was
interesting.. This is a truly fantastic game. You truly feel like a detective going through past events. Tiny clues are hidden
everywhere.

One of the coolest games to come out the last 10 years. This game is going to change how detective\/investigation games are
done in the future.. Beautiful shmup. I've played Dux on dreamcast , this one is a sequel and it's HD screen. Easy shmup :). A
tough but fun adventure. Ian Livingstone's eerie fantasy world is evoked with sparse, straightforward prose, and Tin Man Games
have brought it to life quite well, with new artwork and some subtle but effective music. As tricky as this gamebook is, a "Free
Read" mode lets you explore the story backward and forward, trying out every path without worrying about a game over. And
even the "Hardcore Hero" difficulty gives you unlimited "bookmarks" (save points), so it's a challenge, but not an
insurmountable one. The Steam achievements give an added dimension to the game, encouraging you to visit every location (and
you can get them in Free Read mode\u2014well, except the ones for finishing the game on higher difficulties!). So, if you're a
Fighting Fantasy fan, or you want to see what old school gamebook fans grew up on, give it a try. ;)
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Hip hip! Zoombinis! Hip hip! Zoombinis! The fun little game I grew up playing is now easy to find, install and play again!. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ocveup8c8Ko

This would be a great game if it was free or cheaper. But this is not worth 15€. This loco came with the Mannheim Karlsruhe
pack and for me this loc is a total lost money item, I read in the comments the problems with it where fixed, but not in my
version, the loc does not go more fast then 50kmh, and the scenarios that came with it want you to drive more quick, purchased
yesterday 3 \/5\/2016, so where are the updates.. In this modern age of digital distribution, Steam sales, and consumer advocacy
vlogs, it can get a little hard to remember way back in 2011 when Microsoft decided that they could do whatever they wanted
with no consequences. Mommy's Best games were (as I understand it) a bunch of scrubby punks who made some surprisingly
decent games in the Xbox 360's proprietary indie game framework, and this is their God Save the Queen. Game Type is dated,
crude, short, and angry. It reminds us of the time a multi-billion dollar software corporation sold out..
\u8fd9....\u8c01\u80fd\u544a\u8bc9\u6211\u600e\u4e48\u7528\u554a\uff1f. Tutorial was very nice and easy to learn.
You get to play fast even if you dont know how\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665works.

is very nice 10\/10 would date again.. This game is an insult to darksouls 1 they didnt change any thing bad about the game all
they did is make it more "enjoyable for the newer gamers" by adding better looking graphics. but but i do recommend this game
if you havent played darksouls 1 or just want to actually play online. Pros:
Lots of pawtential
Great background mewsic
Purrfect art style

Cons:
Not called "2 Fast 2 Furry". The voice acting was the cringiest thing I've ever heard.. Amazing It needs some sound mod to the
ICE 1 series
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